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 POINT OF VIEW
CHARLOTTE LUCAS

Beloved for colorful, pattern-mixed 
interiors that embrace maximalism 
without excess, Charlotte Lucas has 
been busy as of late, outfitting a 
showhouse, unveiling a line of vintage-
influenced hardware with fellow Queen 
City brand Modern Matter, and rebooting 
the signature candle by House of 
Harris—the textile label she co-founded 
in 2017 with her sister, fellow designer 
Liz Carroll. As Lucas approaches decade 

two of her namesake firm, Luxe checked 
in for a peek at what she’s planning. 
charlottelucasdesign.com

Your capsule clothing collection with 
Cara Cara (worn at left) feels perfect for 
spring. We loved merging Cara Cara’s 
classic citrus print with House of Harris’ 
own Imperfect Stripe. Taking it to tabletop 
(left), we also created a tablecloth, napkin, 
apron, cocktail coasters and place mats, 
plus a candle with a radiant fragrance.

House of Harris recently debuted the 
Destination Collection, featuring four 
fabulous floral wallpapers. Can we look 
forward to fresh launches soon? Stay 
tuned for a number of new fabrics and 
wallcoverings coming this year!

Where to next? Beyond our many 
residential projects, we recently branched 
out into hospitality with boutique resorts. 
We’re currently working on The Tree 
Farm: a private golf destination with a 
club house and 52 cabins found about 
20 miles outside of Aiken, South Carolina. 

BEHIND THE BRAND
LAURA ASHLEY 

Long before there were so-called “lifestyle brands,” there was Laura Ashley, 
the British heritage company so named for its eponymous founder in 1953. Most 
folks recognize the delicate florals and Victorian-inspired flourishes core to the 
brand’s iconic style, yet few are aware its North American headquarters has 
called Fort Mill, South Carolina, home since 2000. In fact, Laura Ashley’s recent 
resurgence in popularity is thanks in large part to licensed collections (Même 
Chose, The Tile Shop and Graham & Brown among them) that emerged out  
of this Charlotte suburb. The fact of that influence may come as little surprise  
to Carolinians. “British and Southern American styles share a similar aesthetic,”  
Laura Ashley global president Carolyn D’Angelo notes. “Both are full of 
character and emphasize timeless luxury mixed with romantic charm.” Latest to 
release from Laura Ashley’s Southern hub are signature paints—the brand’s first 
since 1998—in soft historical hues. Factor in recent fashion fanfare, and Laura 
Ashley’s 70th year seems poised to be its very best yet. lauraashleyusa.com  
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